**Webinar**

**xAPI Profile Server: Advancing Learning Interoperability Across Systems**

**Date:** Wednesday, 20 November 2019  
**Time:** 1300-1400 EST (U.S.)  
**Speaker:** Aaron E. Silvers, MakingBetter

With the xAPI Profile Server, the ADL Initiative offers an enhanced set of tools to create profiles, link vocabularies semantically, persist identifiers, and provide lookup services for tool vendors and practitioners. The xAPI Profile Server will advance semantic interoperability and make xAPI implementation easier, helping to make data-driven learning accessible and impactful to practitioners and learners. With input needed to shape how the community will work through namespaces, our speaker will report on our progress and call stakeholders around namespaces to action.

**Audience:** Instructional Designers, Instructional Developers, Training Program Managers, Acquisition and Procurement Professionals, Software Engineers, SysAdmins, etc.

**How:** Live webinar, using GoTo Webinar. Use the link below to register. A confirmation and reminder will be delivered to the e-mail address you enter into GoTo Webinar.

[xAPI Profile Server: Advancing Learning Interoperability Across Systems Webinar Link](#)

**Speaker Biography:** Aaron E. Silvers works with teams to develop outcome-oriented analytics strategies aligned with business objectives where compliance and costs must reconcile with innovation and organizational effectiveness. A common theme throughout his 20+-year career is an embrace of emerging technology, creativity, and entrepreneurialism that charts learning & development paths towards measurable outcomes to scale.

Mr. Silvers is expert in learning technology and data analytics and has collaborated with experienced people in program and product leadership roles. He lives his passion for learning, collaboration, and community building. Through his consultancy, MakingBetter, Aaron has facilitated partnerships between government, military, academia and industry. He works with trade groups, open-source efforts, and standards organizations to improve education and talent development.

If you have questions about the webinar, please contact the Technical Webinar Coordinator, Liz Bradley, at elizabeth.bradley.ctr@adlnet.gov.